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WHAT IS SECURITY BY DESIGN (SBD)?

KEY PRINCIPLES OF 

SECURITY BY DESIGN
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‘Security by Design’ (SBD) is a concept in the 
protection of public spaces that promotes the idea 
that security is best achieved if addressed from the 
very beginning of the planning and design of a public 
space. 

There are 4 key principles of Security by Design- 
Multifunctionality; Proportionality; Design Aesthetics; 
Stakeholder Cooperation. 

The concept of SBD is the guiding principle of the 
European Commission's 'Action Plan to Support the 
Protection of Public Spaces' and is also endorsed and 
applied by the SOAR ‘Strengthening the security and 
resilience of at-risk religious sites and communities’ 
programme.

WHY IS SBD

IMPORTANT FOR

PLACES OF

WORSHIP 

(POW)? 
Terrorist attacks and other malicious acts often 
target public spaces and other unguarded areas 
(soft targets), which include places of worship. POW 
are often easy targets because of their open nature 
and can therefore be high risk. 

Security by Design is a useful consideration for POW 
to enable finding the appropriate balance between 
the efficient protection of religious institutions and 
people, while also maintaining the openness and 
attractiveness of places of worship. 

multifunctionality

proportionality

design aesthetics

stakeholdder
co-opreation
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SBD
Having weak perimeter security is one of the most common deficiencies of security measures for places of 
worship. This becomes even more crucial during religious festivals and events when there are large crowds of 
people present. 

Perimeter Security may be enhanced through several measures:

1. ‘Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design’ (CPTED)
‘Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design’ (CPTED) is a crime prevention theory focusing on tactical 
design and the effective use of the built environment, which when applied, reduces both crime and the fear of 
crime. The main objective of CPTED is to reduce/remove the opportunity for crime to occur in an environment 
and promote positive interaction with the space by legitimate users. CPTED features strongly in SBD principles 
since it is a preventative, pro-active model, and not a reactive one. The benefits pf CPTED are optimal when the 
strategy is applied in the earliest possible stage of the design process before integral design decisions are set 
in stone. CPTED however, should not operate alone as the sole crime prevention method; and instead, should 
work in conjunction with other social, environmental, and community-based strategies.

Source: 
https://www.kamloopsthisweek.com/local-news/kamloops-businesses-fighting-crime-throug h-
environmental-design-4447669
1Source: 
https://designforsecurity.org/crime-prevention-through-environmental-design/#:~:text='Crim e%
20Prevention%20Through%20Environmental%20Design'%20(CPTED)%20is%20a,and%20 the%
20fear%20of%20crime
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SBD

Examples of good CPTED :

By keeping shrubs and plants below window levels and trimming trees up to at least six feet so they don’t 
block sightlines, you’re inviting natural surveillance. 

By keeping driveways, doors, and other points-of-entry well lit, you’re preventing someone from forcing their 
way in without the potential for witnesses. 

By eliminating dark corners and overgrown vegetation — and using mirrors and lighting to remove blind 
corners in halls, stairways, and parking lots at your place of worship — you’re eliminating hiding spots. 

Large windows at upper 
levels promote casual 
supervision of street.

Clear building sinage.

Exterior of building well 
illuminated.

Large windows at-grade 
promote survellance 
from street.

Clearly defined
private and public space

Good pedestrian-scaled 
lighting on street.

2Source: https://www.deepsentinel.com/blogs/crime-prevention-through-environmental-design-natural-surveillance/ 
3Source: CPNI UK file:///C:/Users/44743/Downloads/Barrier%20Comparison%20Leaflet,%20CPNI%20Template_V5.pdf 
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SBD

2. Vehicle Security Barriers3

A Vehicle Security Barrier (VSB) is a physical security 
device that provides perimeter protection to a defined 
area and can also control vehicular access to that area. A 
VSB is used to mitigate various styles of criminal or 
terrorist vehicle borne threat. Depending on its type, the 
VSB may have as part of its design a foundation and/or 
operating equipment. 

VSBs are designed to:
• Protect a site/area from the consequences

of hostile vehicle access
• Contain, and if possible, immobilise an

impacting vehicle
• Contain high angle impacts, such as head-on

impacts (90°).

VSB elements include 
passive perimeter 
protection (e.g. fixed 
bollards, planters, seats, 
walls or structures 
concealed within the 
landscape architecture) 
and active equipment 
(e.g. hinged and sliding 
gates, boom barriers, 
retractable blockers and 
retractable bollards) to 
control vehicular access.4

Common Types of VSB include:

Earthworks such as Ditches and Berms
The Dimensions for ditches depend on multiple factors:

• Vehicle type
• Vehicle speed
• Approach
• Surface/soil characteristics
• Site space

Similarly, a berm is a level space, shelf, or raised barrier separating areas in a vertical way, especially part-
way up a long slope. It can serve as a fortification line or a border/separation barrier for navigation. 

Hence -

4Source: CPNI UK 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/876182/tal-1-11-vsb-within-the -
streetscape.pdf
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TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SBD

Bollards 
and Planters:

Bollards are a simple, practical, and cost-
effective way to protect places of worship 
and the people attending. Bollards are a 
common design of Vehicle Security 
Barrier (VSB) that are required in certain 
locations to mitigate criminal or terrorist 
vehicle-borne threats. The latter is 
reduced by VSBs protecting people 
(from a vehicle as a weapon attack) and 
buildings (from a vehicle delivering a 
large explosive device) by enforcing 
stand-off. Bollards can be permanent, 
removable and/or movable. 

Planters may seem an unlikely product to use as a high security barrier, however 
when filled with concrete they form formidable security barriers. Planters are 
usually filled with 2/3rds concrete, a simple planting mixture is placed within, and 
various plants and shrubs have room to grow. In a public space this security 
device blends with the background yet gives unparalleled levels of protection.

The recommended maximum distance between bollards is:
- Air gap: 1.40m
- Measured at: 0.60m



TECHNICAL ASPECTS OF SBD

Core considerations for VSBs5 :
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1.Aesthetics: In almost every project, be it a commercial site or a public space of historic importance, 
maintaining or enhancing the look and feel of the environment is essential.

2.Function: Full integration within the highway dictates that the key functions of the location must be 
maintained. Functions may include ensuring accessibility at transport interchanges or providing a safe and 
effective means of vehicle access control.

3.Accessibility: To prevent vehicle encroachment, it is recommended that the clear distance between adjacent 
VSB measures or to the next structural object (e.g. wall or building) should be a maximum of 1200mm, 
measured at 600mm above finished ground level to maintain access for people with impaired mobility. 
Discussion is recommended with groups representing disabled people regarding alternative setting down or 
parking arrangements which may need to be considered if VSB measures restrict vehicular access to certain 
areas.

4.Traffic calming: The application of horizontal deflections (e.g. chicanes) that are enforced by VSBs to prevent 
overrun or circumvention, will limit hostile vehicle approach speed thus reducing the effectiveness of a 
penetrative vehicle impact, be it a vehicle as a weapon or delivering a large explosive device. In turn this can 
reduce the security requirements, thus providing the opportunity to deploy more discreet protection and 
decrease the cost of associated countermeasures. Although effective for road safety purposes, the use of 
vertical deflections (e.g. road humps) is not an effective security measure as it provides only negligible speed 
reduction against a determined vehicle borne attack.

5.Pedestrian crossings: When integrating VSBs (usually bollards) at a pedestrian crossing, the designer should 
ensure that the barriers do not unduly impede accessibility. Consideration should be given to barrier position 
relative to the kerb line and to the layout of any associated tactile paving.

6.Bus stops: The design of security measures should be sympathetic to the needs of passengers both waiting at 
the stop and boarding/alighting the bus. Consideration should be given to also protecting people from a vehicle 
as a weapon attack.. Provision of access by people with impaired mobility is also important. Space should be 
provided as necessary to allow the use of ramps to extend out from the bus to the waiting area.

7.Vehicle access control: The design of a Vehicle Access Control Point (VACP) as part of a secure perimeter 
should also follow the 1200mm maximum clear gap rule and is typically allied to other static VSB elements to 
prevent circumvention. Most permanent security access control schemes on the public highway will be 
unmanned. As a result, there are many procedural and management factors that need to be considered:

Additional considerations for VSBs:
1.Minimise the risks from trap hazards (especially for active access control VSBs);
2.Ensure vehicles can manoeuvre (e.g. brake or turn) safely by providing consistent surface grip;
3.Protection for VSB control systems (i.e. versus surreptitious or forced attack);
4.Location of critical services (under / over-ground);
5.Collateral damage (caused by blast effects).

Source: 
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/876182/tal-1-11-vsb-within-the
-streetscape.pdf

• Permitted vehicles;
• Health and safety;
• Routes for vulnerable road users;
• Instructions, warning signs and signals;
• Activation method (e.g. token, induction loop or 

manual operator);
• Rejection of unauthorised vehicles (e.g. via 

rejection lane or turning space prior to a VACP);

• Emergency access procedures;
• Maintenance and running costs;
• Failure modes (i.e. fail open or fail secure);
• Monitoring systems (e.g. CCTV);
• Compliance management.
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